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INTRODUCTION

Dear colleagues, 

 The following broadened report concerns me-

asures of maintenance of Kizhi Pogost, and it is made 

within the bounds of recommendations announced on 

the 32-33 sessions of ICOMOS UNESCO.

 This report consists of four parts. First part 

«Measures of Kizhi Pogost Maintenance» is dedicated 

to the issues of the site management, positioning of 

protected zones, protection from emergency situatio-

ns, complex monitoring of the monuments condition, 

environment and landscape protection, research into 

the history of Pogost, tour-guiding activities done in the museum, information support, deve-

lopment of the museum infrastructure and financing provision for the works done.

 Second part describes the implementation of measures of complex restoration of the 

Church of the Transfiguration of Our Savior. It details measures of the preparatory period and

implementation of the main restoration works that started in 2009. 

 Third part describes measures of maintenance and protection of the Church of the 

Intercession of Holy Mary done by the Kizhi Museum in 2009. 

Forth part enumerates measures of maintenance and protection of the Bell Tower of the Kizhi 

Pogost.

 It is positive that the Government of the Russian Federation understands the import-

ance of protection of the Kizhi Pogost - one of the World Cultural Heritage sites - and appro-

ved the order № 1633-р as of 07.11.2008: «Plan of measures for protection of Kizhi Pogost 

and development of infrastructure of the Kizhi Federal Museum of Architecture and Cultural 

History. » As it follows from this order, budgetary funds to the total amount of 396, 2 mln. 

RUB have been allocated for the restoration and complex protection of Kizhi Pogost monum-

ents in 2009-2014, including 316, 9 mln. RUB for the complex restoration of the Church of 

the Transfiguration. No doubt, such unprecedented efforts of the Government of the Russian

Federation to further the development of the museum will make it possible to improve stand-

ards of our work and protect Cultural Heritage sites according to world standards.  

 The authors of this report expect fair and unprejudiced consideration and will be than-

kful for expressing suggestions and wishes.

The Open-Air Museum Kizhi 

Director E.V.Averyanova

The Kizhi Museum Director E.V.Averyanova
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PART I «Measures of Kizhi Pogost Maintenance» 

 

 The World Heritage Site “Kizhi Pogost” (Kizhi Pogost, С544), the object of Federal own-

ership, is in day-to-day management of the Kizhi Federal Museum of Architecture and Cultural 

History, which is subordinated to the Ministry of Culture of RF. All kinds of management of Kizhi 

Pogost are controlled by the Russian Federal Surveillance Agency for Compliance with the Law 

in Cultural Heritage Protection, and Russian branch of the Committee of the World Heritage 

UNESCO.

1.1. «Site Management»

  The site is managed according to the legislation in force and the recommendations of 

the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) for the pres-

ervation of cultural and natural heritage on the basis of strategic and current planning to be 

undertaken by the Kizhi Federal Museum of Architecture and Cultural History.

  The “Risk reduction plan for the Kizhi Pogost architectural ensemble” has been develo-

ped in the museum. The plan and a tourism development programme will be an essential part 

of the complex plan for World Heritage Site Management which is under way now.  It will be 

presented to the Committee of the World Heritage of UNESCO for approval and correction.

 «Plan of measures for maintenance and protection of Kizhi Pogost monuments (Kizhi 

Island, the Republic of Karelia) and development of infrastructure of the Kizhi Open-Air Museum 

of Architecture and Cultural History» was approved by the order of the Government of the 

Russian Federation № 1633-р on the 7th of November in 2008. This order guarantees gover-

nment financing of programmes for protection, restoration, and development of infrastructure

of the site during 2008-2014.

 On the 1st of July 2009, the Russian Federal Surveillance Agency for Compliance with 

the Law in Cultural Heritage Protection officially permitted (by license № 05-4/141) to start

works of the first stage of complex restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration.

In 2009, a series of legislative instruments that assure orderliness in maintenance and prote-

ction of Cultural Heritage sites were approved in Russian Federation, and namely:

- «List of special Cultural Heritage Sites which must be protected exclusively by the Federal 

organization “Rosochrankultura” (“Росохранкультура”)» was approved by the decree of the 

Government of the Russian Federation  as of 1.06.2009, № 759; Kizhi Pogost monuments are 

included in that list;

- «The condition of the unified public register of Cultural Heritage Sites…» and «A standard of

the registration certificate of a Cultural Heritage Site» were accepted by orders № 37 and 38

of the Russian Federal Surveillance Agency for Compliance with the Law in Cultural Heritage 

Protection as of 27.02 2009;

- «Regulations for information and inscriptions made on the Cultural Heritage Sites…», by ord-

er of the Russian Federal Surveillance Agency for Compliance with the Law in Cultural Heritage 

Protection as of 07.08 2009, № 142.

 The above-mentioned documents will come into force since the 1st of January, 2010.

1.2. «Financing»

 «Programme for maintenance and protection of Kizhi Pogost monuments and develop-

ment of infrastructure in 2008-2014» was approved and secures state budgetary financing for

the following needs:
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- complex restoration of the Kizhi architectural ensemble - 334 mln. RUB, and 24.0633 

mln. RUB of this amount was spent in 2009;

- complex protection of Kizhi Pogost monuments- 62, 2 mln. RUB, and 3.23 mln. RUB of 

this amount were spent in 2009;

- preservation of Kizhi Pogost surroundings - 166, 3 mln. RUB.;

- documentation development for the town planning and site boundary- 4,0 mln. RUB, 

and 360 thousand RUB of this amount were spent in 2009.

 The Kizhi Museum has 34 persons as full-time employees for preservation and restor-

ation of the Kizhi Architectural Ensemble. Their duty is monitoring, preservation, maintenance 

as well as preparation and implementation of restoration works on Kizhi Pogost monuments. 

The museum spent 11, 92 mln. RUB for the upkeep of these personnel in 2009.

1.3. «Protected and buffer zones»

 The resolution of the Government of the Russian Federation № 315 as of 26.04.2008, 

namely «The approval of regulations for protected zones of Cultural Heritage sites (monumen-

ts of history and architecture) of the peoples of the Russian Federation» came into force, which 

made it possible to estimate the boundaries for the protected zones of Cultural Heritage sites 

of the Kizhi Museum (the decree of the Government of the Republic of Karelia № 280-II as of 

07.12.2009). The boundaries and territory of protected zones were fixed as well as the regu-

lations for land use and town planning within the protected zones assigned to the museum.

  The Kizhi Museum contracted «LAD» design engineering firm to develop a project of

protected (buffer) zones of Kizhi Pogost and presented this project for consideration and conf-

irmation to the Russian Federal Surveillance Agency for Compliance with the Law in Cultural 

Heritage Protection. The project was developed in accordance with the effective legislation 

of the Russian Federation and the approved project of protected zones of Federal and Local 

Cultural Heritage site.

 Besides, the museum has begun the procedure of granting the whole island of Kizhi a 

legislative status of a Heritage Site, which will also secure preservation of architectural and 

landscape integrity of the island.

1.4. «Protection from emergency situations»

 Management of the Site security system is accomplished by the personnel of the Security 

of the Kizhi Museum, Subdivision of the General Board of Ministry for Civil Defense, Emergency 

Management, and Natural Disasters Response of the Republic of Karelia, and Subdivision of 

Ministry of Internal Affairs of the Republic of Karelia.

 A basic version of the complex plan for «Decreasing emergency situations on Kizhi 

Pogost» was developed in the Kizhi Museum in 2009, and this version is based on the 

“Guidelines” issued by the Center of the World Heritage of UNESCO.  It is presented to the 

Center of the World Heritage for consideration and confirmation as a part of the plan for Site

Management.

 The committee of the World Heritage of UNESCO organized a seminar in the city of 

Akko (Israel) in November, 2009, and the Kizhi Museum expressed the willingness to partic-

ipate in the programme of the Center of the World Heritage of UNESCO as a trial model of a 

Cultural Heritage Site to develop a standard version of a plan for controlling risks and emerg-

ency situations.

 «Sever Stroy Project, » Company, Co Ltd developed a project of the outdoor fire prot-
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ection system for Kizhi Pogost and other mon-

uments of wooden architecture under the con-

tract with the Kizhi Museum in 2009, and this 

project includes the following:

- water supply point with a pumping station 

(water delivery is 200 liters per second);

- office of a centralized TV monitoring system

which integrates all of the monitoring and con-

trol systems (alarm, video surveillance, remo-

te control of the fire protection system, emer-

gency power supply and others);

- circular water supply with fire robots;

- systems of video surveillance, alarm and co-

ntrol of Pogost monuments and engineering 

systems.

 The conception of a fire protection sy-

stem described in the project had been pre-

viously approved in the All-Russia Research 

Institute of Fire Protection Technologies. Upon 

completion of the expert examination of this 

project, the Kizhi Museum plans to start the 

construction of the outdoor fire protection syst-

em in 2011.

 In 2009, representatives of the organization responsible for maintenance and service 

performed special maintenance of the diesel generator that serves as a backup power supply 

of Kizhi Pogost. They also inspected the internal and external power supply of Kizhi Pogost as 

well as the control system of backup diesel generator.

 The system of Pogost power supply is equipped with an overvoltage-protective device, 

which is effective against the overvoltage that happens during emergency situations and ligh-

tning discharges.

 Some measurements were performed in the components of the system of power supp-

ly of Kizhi Pogost, such as insulation resistance, cutouts control, test for “Phase-Zero” circuit, 

lightning protection and earthing devices. 

 The works on electrification of all the monuments on the main exhibition sector of the

museum are in progress now, and these works are planned to be completed in 2010.

 In October 2009, the Karelian subdivision of the General Board of Ministry of the Russian 

Federation for Civil Defense, Emergency Management, and Natural Disasters Response perfo-

rmed training which purpose was firefighting in cooperation with respective museum services

and non-departmental security agency of Petrozavodsk and Medvezhiegorsk district. Museum 

employees received training and instructions for emergency situations and use of fire fighting

equipment during the year 2009.

 Scaffolds and timber flooring around the Church of the Transfiguration were treated

with fire retardant agent.

 

photo 1. Fire-fighting equipment tested.
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1.5. «Protection and monitoring»

 The Kizhi Museum in cooperation with experts from the Forest Research Institute of 

the Karelian Research Centre, Russian Academy of Sciences (Petrozavodsk) and “Spetsprojec

trestavratsiya” Institute (Moscow) organized a continuous complex monitoring of Kizhi Pogost 

monuments which consists of:

- a variety of land-surveying works for revelation of possible deformations on the monume-

nt; 

- regular inspection of all the structural components of the monument including idle spaces, 

which is done to detect reasons and progress of deformations;

- creating optimal temperature-humidity conditions on the basis of everyday measurements 

taken with special devices;

- sorting areas with the risk of biodeterioration according to the moisture content of wood;

- estimating the rate of ‘in situ’ fungi propagation (this is made according to the dynamics of 

the moisture content in wood on the risk areas and author’s method as well);

- detecting structural elements damaged by wood-boring beetles (by outward signs and by the 

means of acoustic device);

- creating optimal operating conditions for the monument by the means of regularly done 

airing, dust collection, conservation of the monument during winter time, cleaning snow and 

immediate repairs of leaks;

- regular inspection of contemporary lightning, alarm and fire protection systems, regular mo-

wing of the surrounding area.

 As a result, heights and turns of the buildings never changed again, new focus of fungi 

did not generate, and wood-boring beetles disappeared from the structural elements that had 

been previously treated with heat.

 A three-dimensional electronic model of the monument was developed on the basis of 

previously made laser scanning of the Church of the Transfiguration, and this model shows its

today attitude position.

1.6. «Study»

 The Kizhi Architectural Ensemble is the main tourist sight of the Kizhi Museum; the 

Church of the Intercession is open for visitors. Total amount of tourists in 2009 comprised 161 

557 persons.

Research workers of the Kizhi Museum developed two projects in 2009: «The History of the 

Kizhi Architectural Ensemble» and «Interiors of Kizhi churches. »

 The exhibition of icons from Zaonezhye churches was represented in the Church of the 

Intercession; it included some icons from the Church of the Transfiguration of Our Savior on

the island of Kizhi, and there was the exhibition dedicated to the history of Kizhi Parish.

 Two movable exhibitions started to work: «The wooden architecture of the island of 

Kizhi» and photo exhibition «Karelia in time perspective»; a special section of this exhibition 

is dedicated to the island of Kizhi and Kizhi Architectural Ensemble.

 In 2009, the Kizhi Museum published five science and popular science books on the

architectural ensemble of Kizhi Island.

The report «Architect A.V. Opolovnikov is the founder of the Kizhi Museum» was presented on 

the conference «The Founders of Museums of History» which took place in the Moscow State 

Historical Museum.

 The system of complex preventive maintenance of Kizhi Pogost monuments was disc-
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ussed during the international conference COST IE0601 «Wooden Cultural Heritage: the est-

imation of deteriorations and management of changes» (Hamburg, Germany, October 7-10, 

2009).

 The development and compilation of a complex information system to keep the records 

of all World Heritage Sites and museum collections is in progress.

1.7. «Promotion program and information support»

 World community and Russian public get news about restoration of the unique monum-

ent of architecture from numerous publications of press service of the Kizhi Museum, Republic 

of Karelia, Russian and international mass media.

 The course of restoration works done in this year was described in six press releases 

which were sent to more than 500 addresses. The materials focused on the course of restora-

tion works were published in republic (six publications) and Russian (five publications) printed

matters. 

 Detailed information on restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration was prepa-

red especially for Russian magazines «Architecture, Construction, and Design, » «Russian 

History» and newspaper «Moskovski Komsomolets. » Monthly paper «Kizhi» (published since 

2004) covers the course of restoration works on the Church of the Transfiguration systemati-

cally. In 2009, they published 12 materials on the issue of restoration of museum monument 

No1. Besides that, a special four-lane issue «Our Heritage» was published in April. 

 The restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration during the season is covered by

electronic mass media. There were three broadcasts on this topic on TV channels of Russia and 

five on Karelian TV channels.

 Journalists abroad show deep interest in restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration.

The Museum press service prepared some materials on the request of the Austrian magazine 

«Zuschnitt. »

 The project on shooting a series of films about restoration of the Church of the

Transfiguration «Kizhi. Living Chronicle of the Transfiguration» is in progress. The Kizhi Museum

contracted the production of the third film in 2009.

 The official web site of the Kizhi Museum is active; it is constantly updated and sup-

plemented with new information. More than 410 000 users visited the web site in 2009. 62 

000 users visited site sections dedicated to architecture and restoration. «Report on the co-

mplex restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration of the Kizhi Ensemble as of the 31st of

December, 2008 » was presented on the web site this year as well as UNESCO documentation: 

the decisions of the Committee of the World Heritage of UNESCO, Convention of Protection of 

the World Heritage, guidelines on the Convention execution. Site section “Restoration News” 

were supplemented with 19 new issues. 

 Info materials describing the restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration were di-

stributed during the exhibition of Tourism «MATKA» (Helsinki, Finland, 2009), the All-Russia 

museum festival «Intermuseum-2009» (Moscow, May 2009), presentation of the Republic 

of Karelia in Moscow (August 2009 г.) and the museum center for presentations during this 

year.

 The museum has produced 20 kinds of souvenirs and 41 kind of published goods with 

the image of the Architectural Ensemble of Kizhi Pogost. 

 The Kizhi Museum experience in development of the Plan for decreasing emergency 

situations on Kizhi Pogost was discussed on The All-Russia scientific seminar «Problems of
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education on the World Heritage Sites», which took place 12-14 July 2009 on the island of 

Kizhi. It collected employees of Russian museums and representatives of institutes of higher 

education located within the boundaries of eight World Heritage Sites of UNESCO in Russia.

1.8. «Preservation of natural landscapes and environment»

 According to the program of preservation and development of historical landscape, em-

ployees of the Kizhi Museum have been cutting trees and bushes on the island of Kizhi every 

year during last five years. This work includes cleaning of the coastal line, meadows, and pass-

throughs to the monuments of architecture from dead trees and verdure. In 2009, the coastal 

line was cleaned from the house of Yakovlev to the village of Yamka; meadows in the central 

and northern parts of the island and area to the east of the village of Vasilyevo were cleaned 

too; pass-throughs from the cemetery to the village of Vasilyevo and Kizhi Pogost were made.  

Felling area comprised 16, 57 hectares in 2009. 

 The environmental protection of Kizhi Island from the spillage of oil products has been 

improved: floating booms, i.e. sorbent agents for collecting oil products from water and soil

have been purchased. The Department for operating and maintenance of waterside structures 

of the Kizhi museum performed testing of floating booms and is ready to act immediately in

case of emergency situation. 

1.9. «Development of infrastructure»

 The construction of loading terminal started on the northern point of Kizhi Island, and 

it is planned to be completed in 2010.

 The project of administration center is under the expert examination at the moment. 

The construction and upgrade of electrical network for the main exhibition is in progress. The 

project of reconstruction of the electric network up to the island of Kizhi has been developed, 

and its implementation is planned for 2010.
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PART 2. «Implementation of the complex restoration of the Church of the 

Transfiguration of Kizhi Pogost»

SECTION II. «Preparatory period. 2002-2008» 

Implementation of works of preparatory period in 2009 

 The report given below concerns the work done for maintenance and protection of Kizhi 

Pogost and a complex restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration of Our Lord on Kizhi

Island as to the end of 2009. The main emphasis is made on the measures taken in 2009. The 

preparatory works that had been done before are expounded in the similar reports for prev-

ious years (2004-2007) in detail. The given report includes principal sections «Main Stages 

of Works on the Restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration on Kizhi Island and their

Fulfillment vs.Time.1999-2014. The situation described as to the end of 2009»:

 SECTION II. «Preparatory period. 2002-2008»;

 SECTION III. Implementation of the main restoration works (2007-2014).

 The sections are supplied with graphic materials and photos that provide insight into 

the progress and results of the work done.

 It is necessary to mention that a considerate volume of preparatory works has been 

finished, and the stage of the restoration proper started in 2009. The successful completion

of all preparatory works created favorable conditions for starting restoration of the church log 

walls, refectory, and reconstruction of the foundation. The measures taken in 2009 as well 

as the results are given in all details in different sections of the present report. They are of 

great interest to expert-restorers because this is both first experience of such work and, the

restoration object is the Church of the Transfiguration of Our Lord i.e. a unique monument of

wooden architecture mentioned in the World Heritage List of UNESCO. The Commission of the 

Ministry of Culture of RF and Federal Organization «Росохранкультура РФ» visited Kizhi Island 

in April, 2009, examined the state of affairs in restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration

and approved the works done. On the 1st of July 2009, the Ministry of Culture of RF after se-

veral meetings issued a permission to start first stage of restoration works.

 Measures in section I «Preliminary works» as well as subsections II.1-II.9 in section II 

«Preparatory period» had been completed before and were described in our reports for the pr-

evious years. This is why the present report includes only the measures taken in the reporting 

year i.e. 2009.
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fig. 1.

Main Stages of Works on the Restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration on

Kizhi Island and their Fulfillment vs.Time. 1999-2014.

The situation described as to the end of 2009.
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SUBSECTION II.10 «Development of working documents for completion III and IV 

stages of Complex Restoration. 2004-2014»

 Elaboration of working documents for completion III and IV stages of Complex 

Restoration was going on. Chief designer “Spetsprojectrestavratsiya”, Saint-Petersburg, (Chief 

architect is Mr. Rachmanov V.S.) continued project works in collaboration with subcontracted 

organizations. These project works include reconstruction of the foundation, restoration of 

floor (XVIII-XIX centuries), reassembly of the church log walls, restoration of window and do-

orway elements. 

 They exercised field and engineering supervision of mounting metalwork for lifting and

suspension of the engineering restoration tiers of the church log walls and transverse found-

ations for the structures supporting lifting equipment. On the whole, design organizations did 

their work satisfactorily, but the effective field supervision of the works in progress was quite

difficult because Kizhi Island is far from Saint-Petersburg and system of payment to designers

was too sophisticated. This is why the questions of adapting manufactured metalwork to real-

life conditions of assembly on the site were most often decided by the contractor SKF “Alekon” 

in collaboration with the customer i.e. representatives from the Museum department of resto-

ration, and then approved by the designer’s representatives; the changes made were included 

in the production project. 

 Operational experience in 2009 proved once again that the designer’s representatives 

should be present on the site, especially during the completion stage of the installation and 

when adjusting the system of lifting and suspension of the engineering restoration tiers of the 

church log walls. This is critical for taking quick expert decisions on the complicated technical 

issues that arise during the work. The completion of the installation and adjustment of the 

equipment for lifting and suspension of the church log walls is the most important restoration 

event on which depends the successful implementation of Complex Restoration on the whole. 

This is why the attitude to the issue of field and engineering supervision should be the most

serious, taking into consideration that the question under discussion is the object of the World 

Heritage of UNESCO, a genuine gem of Russian wooden architecture.

SUBSECTION II.11. «Development of fire

protection technologies for Kizhi Pogost 

Monuments in 2009»

 Two remote-controlled nozzles on the 

Kizhi Pogost have been replaced this year. 

Besides that, a year-round maintenance of 

fire-protection system, alarm system and vid-

eo surveillance has been performed. All of the 

monuments on the Pudozh exhibition sector 

were equipped with fire alarm systems. These

systems use a radio channel to inform Central 

round-the-clock guarding post on Kizhi Pogost 

about emergency situation. These buildings on 

the Pudozh exhibition sector were adapted for restoration workshops to restore the iconostasis 

of the Church of the Transfiguration.

 The projecting of a nighttime supervisory control system for guarding the area around 

Pogost has been started. This system is based on thermal imaging devices of home manufact-

photo 2. Remote-controlled nozzles. 
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ure. The production project is planned to be completed in 2010, and it is supposed to purchase 

and install this equipment around Kizhi Pogost in 2011.

 And the main thing is, the project of reconstruction of the existing fire fighting equi-

pment around Kizhi Pogost has been fulfilled. This project implies the construction of a year-

round pumping station for the fire fighting equipment on the lakeside. The existing pumping

station on the “Vjun” fire ship operates only in frost-free season. Water will be taken from Lake

Onega. Fire extinguishing agent is supplied as 200 liters per second.  The equipment layout 

on Pogost is also being improved: 14 fire-fighting robots are installed, and these robots may

be program controlled, remote controlled or controlled manually. All fire-extinguishing means

(i.e. fire ship “Vjun”, piers, a landing stage, accessory buildings, and electric service panel for

switching equipment) are to be removed from the eastern part of Pogost after the completion 

of construction works. In 2010, the project will be submitted for endorsement, and then in 

2011 the construction works should be started and completed in 2012.

SUBSECTION II.12. «Construction of a 

restoration center for the iconostasis of 

the Church of the Transfiguration.»

 Pudozh sector of the museum was ch-

osen for the location of the restoration center. 

The development of engineering infrastructu-

re of this sector was going on in the reporting 

year with the purpose of adaptation of existing 

monuments of architecture (peasant houses) 

for restoration workshops. In this connection, 

the following measures have been taken:

• the adaptation of existing premises for rest-

oration workshops and supplying with all nec-

essary equipment and stock;

• living accommodations for iconostasis restorers for summer time have been equipped with 

the necessary facilities (for 5 persons);

 As a result, it is possible to say that the conditions for restoration of the iconostasis 

have been ensured, and there are no obstacles to their implementation. Restoration works 

were going on in 2009. The contract was made, and a team of restores from Moscow was succ-

essfully working in the premises of the Pudozh exhibition sector in summer. They were restori-

ng a carved gilded frame of the iconostasis. Planned work was completed. A part of restoration 

works is planned for winter 2009-2010; some small parts of a carved gilded iconostasis were 

taken to Moscow (15 containers).

SUBSECTION II.13. «Manufacture of the equipment for lifting to suspend engineer-

ing restoration tiers of the Church of the Transfiguration. »

 All lifting equipment necessary for the suspension of the Church of the Transfiguration

was constructed in 2009. Construction works were completed both in the assembly depart-

ment of the contractor SKF “Alekon” in Saint-Petersburg and metalware department near the 

Kizhi Pogost. Some part of the equipment was purchased in line with the contract with SKF 

“Alekon” from suppliers in Saint-Petersburg (jack screws). The manufactured equipment and 

materials were delivered to the island of Kizhi and applied for the lifting and suspension equi-

photo 3. General view of the Church iconostasis before the 
disassembly.
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pment. Thus, the works under subsection II.13. were completed in 2009. 

SUBSECTION II.14. «Assembly of the 

lifting equipment and suspension of the 

engineering restoration tiers of the chur-

ch, mounting of transverse concrete fou-

ndations. »

 The volume of work stipulated in the 

contract for 2009 includes the following:

• laying additional transverse concrete founda-

tions in the church annexes for the supports of 

suspension system under extra project 181/09-

КЖ issued by company «Stroyrekonstruksiya», 

Co ltd in 2009;

• mounting metal constructions for suspending 

log walls of the main i.e. lower octagon and log 

annexes both outside and inside the church, with the whole metal construction resting on the 

prepared transverse concrete foundations (basic ones in 2008, 10 pieces, and additional ones 

in 2009, 20 pieces) under project 286/06-КМ;

• adjustment and testing of the whole lifting system and, suspension of the engineering rest-

oration tiers of the monument;

 The installation of rather heavy equipment that features large overall dimensions in the 

straitened conditions inside the church requires outstanding qualifications of the specialists.

Moreover, as the result of unevenness of the church log walls, many of the equipment units 

had to be installed in the following way: first, the individual master form was taken, and the

units were fitted into this form, and only afterwards these units could be installed on the site.

Installers from SKF “Alekon” Co Ltd have quite the appropriate qualification and work experi-

ence to meet the requirements of the above-mentioned conditions.

 At the same time, similar constructions for holding log walls were installed symmetr-

ically on the exterior diagonal walls and some exterior walls of log annexes, which defined a

final position of transverse foundations for supports of the lower octagon. Twenty transverse

beams for concrete foundations under projects 81/09 КЖ and ППР 151/08 have been produ-

ced during this summer. Supports of the equipment for lifting and suspension of log walls of 

the lower octagon were mounted atop foundations after 7 days of curing according to techno-

logical requirements.

 Upon the completion of installation works, the system was adjusted and put into oper-

ation with the assistance of project developers. Then, the upper three engineering restoration 

tiers were lifted successively, which made it possible to unload the lower octagon to 150 tons. 

After the lifting procedures, church log walls were fixed in a new position.

Thus, the volume of work planned for SKF “Alekon” Co Ltd in 2009 was fulfilled, although the

commencement of works was seriously delayed (until July, 20) due to late  preparation of the 

permission to start restoration works.

 The works were performed by the team of installers headed by N.N.Bardashev under 

the leadership of the chief engineer M.Y. Nikishin. Meanwhile, all of the preparatory and comp-

letion works were performed by the Kizhi Museum Carpenter’s Center (Chief is Mr. Kovaltchuk 

A.L.) Direct supervision of works on the site and engineering supervision was done by the 

photo 4. Installation of lifting equipment.
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Chief engineer of the Department of Restoration Kuusella A.S. on behalf of the Kizhi muse-

um. The engineering supervision was also done by the project authors: Chief engineer SKF 

“Stroyrekonstruksiya” Mr. Rasha I.K. and the Main specialist of the company Ms. Dachnovskaya 

N.A. 

 The conservation of site was accomplished by Carpenter’s Center after completion of 

works planned for 2009; constructed foundations and affected grounds under the church were 

sheltered and heat insulation was provided.

 The completion of works on installation of the equipment for lifting and suspension will 

make it possible to disassemble the lower VII-th restoration tier, deliver it to the restoration 

complex and reconstruct the whole foundation in 2010.

SECTION III. «The main restoration works (2007-2014). » 

Implementation of the main restoration works in 2009. 

 While the measures planned for the preparatory period were carried out, the museum 

Carpenter’s Center adopted the Restoration Complex and performed an experimental rest-

oration of the granary from the village of Peldozhi, some components of the original church 

floor dating from the XVIII-XIX centuries were restored as well; the contractors performed the

reconstruction of church foundations, disassembled the church refectory and restored carved 

gilt-frame of the iconostasis.

SUBSECTION III.1. «Adoption of the 

Restoration Complex. Acquisition, instal-

lation and adjustment of the woodworki-

ng machinery for restoration»

 As a part of preparatory work for the re-

storation of the Church of the Transfiguration,

a considerable volume of work was done on the 

adoption of a newly built Restoration Complex, 

and this work had been almost completed in 

2007-2008 (see reports for these years).

 The production project of improvement 

of power supply for all the consumers of 1st 

rank (i.e. those of primary importance) within 

the Restoration Complex has been developed 

during last years. Electrical equipment was purchased and installed on the site. After the adj-

ustments, round-the-clock power supply was provided for woodworking equipment, cranage, 

resistance heating of personal service rooms, fire-fighting equipment of workrooms, and elec-

tric lighting. This is a power supply that works independently from of the primary power which 

is located on the mainland and works unsteady. Thus, the restoration works may be perfor-

med in the Restoration Complex twenty-four-hours and all year round. According to the work 

production plan, the roofed storage for the restored logs of the Church of the Transfiguration

was built on the territory of the Restoration Complex between the assembly department and 

pumping station for fire protection in 2009. This storage facility will make it possible to use the

area of Restoration Complex in the optimal way, i.e. relieve departments and storehouse of the 

Complex from the intermediate storage of the parts that has just entered for the restoration 

or has been restored before they are used in the further stages.

photo 5. Storage facility for the restored elements of the 
Church.
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 In summer, 2009, ventilating holes were made underneath the sidewalls of the asse-

mbly department and storage of the restored parts to improve airing of the workrooms and 

prevent condensing on the inside of the department’s metal roof that lacks heat insulation.

SUBSECTION III.2. «Experimental rest-

oration of the granary from the village of 

Peldozhi in the Restoration Complex. »

 Log walls of the granary built in the 

XVIII-th century and included in the list of 

Kizhi Museum monuments is almost identical 

in age, method of cutting, degree of preser-

vation and condition of joints to the log walls 

of the Church of the Transfiguration, especially

2nd and 3rd octahedrons.

 Logs in both of the buildings are noted 

for a good state of preservation on their inside 

surface (i.e. facing the interior of the monume-

nt), meanwhile their external surface is almost 

disrupt or even ruined in some parts. The external surface of logs located in the south-eastern 

portion is especially damaged because these logs are most liable to sousing from the rainwater 

that trickles down the walls and to slanting rains during cross winds, and besides that, they 

are exposed to intensive solar irradiation. As the result of all the reasons mentioned above, 

sapwood on the external log surface started to crack, water penetrated into the cracks and 

rather deep tubular mould generated in these parts of the logs; this is quite often the case that 

water was running all along the logs penetrating into the log joints and the log ends protruding 

from the corners which increases logs rotting.

 The granary was disassembled, the logs were carefully inspected, and afterwards re-

storation techniques were developed for each of the logs. The conditions of the Restoration 

Complex made it possible to use different approaches to methods of restoration. At the same 

time, various well-known and new technologies of woodworking applied in log restoration were 

used and tried: lengthening, assembly on long connectors (wooden rods), putting insertion 

pieces and grooves applying glue junctions of phenolresorcin glues, preliminary assembling of 

the log walls inside the assembly department of the Restoration Complex. 

 The experimental restoration of the granary proved in practice the correctness of the 

chosen restoration technique for logs and reassembly of the log buildings. Besides that, it gave 

the opportunity to gain work experience of performing such tasks, and this experience helps 

to prepare for the restoration of log walls of the Church of the Transfiguration and have well-

prepared, qualified carpenters-restorers at hand. The process and results of the restoration

done on the granary from the village of Peldozhi are stated in the report on the restoration 

which is available in the archives of the Kizhi Museum. In April 2009, the restored granary was 

set back on the exhibition.

 The results of the experimental restoration of the granary using advanced technologies 

will be presented to experts for approval; their conclusion about the quality of the work done, 

remarks and suggestions will be assumed as a basis when it comes to taking final decision

about the restoration technology for log walls of the Church of the Transfiguration. The exper-

ience gained during restoration works on this object will be taken into consideration, too. The 

photo 6. The granary from the village of Peldozhi after
restoration.
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report on the restoration of the granary was translated in English in January, 2009 and sent to 

experts for consideration.

SUBSECTION III.3. «The restoration of 

original floors of the XVIII-XIX cc. »

 The restoration of the original floor dati-

ng from the XVIII-XIX c. was going on in 2009. 

The work was done step-by-step and included 

the following: 

1. Cleaning the altar, church proper, refectory 

and solea portions of the floor from dust and su-

rface contamination with a high-pressure appa-

ratus. The cleaning was done during frost-free 

season by air-drying. An average water discha-

rge was 35-40 liters per component. Moist fac-

tors before and 7 days after the cleaning did not 

vary in more than 2%. 

2. The restoration works were done on some 

elements of altar and solea floors, northern and

southern log annexes, central portion of the ch-

urch proper and included the following:

• extracting defected elements;

• producing and fixing insertion pieces.

 The wood from the XVIIIth century or 

boards made of special timber stocked in 2004 

were used for the restoration material. When 

selecting material, they took into consideration 

humidity, physical characteristics, and condition 

of the wood surface. 

3. Manufacturing, adjusting and fixation of inse-

rtion pieces for joining sawed elements and str-

uctural timber lengthening for the components that have losses. The fixation of insertion pieces

on the restored elements was done with adhesive composition “КАСКОСИНОЛ 1714/2520” using 

additional pegs of birch wood. Insertion pieces for lengthwise fixation were produced for the el-

ements that are supposed to be jointed and their total length is more than 7 m; these insertion 

pieces were fixed from one side of the defected elements.

4. Crack filling followed by polishing to obtain the ground for painting: it was done for the elem-

ents that feature cracks, pinchers, and alike minor defects. 

5. Photos of all the restored elements of the floor half-beams were taken from four sides with

the massive plotting board on the background. 

6. During the restoration they kept the record of the works done, characteristics of the restored 

elements, restoration material and tools used, the succession of the restoration procedures. 

7. The insertion pieces fixed into the floor components have labeling “ПЦ” (i.e. Carpenter’s

Center), date of the restoration and initials of the person who performed the work. 

8. The restored elements of the floor are stocked in the storage area, detailed tables and maps

of stacking are made.  The lower tier is set on the antiseptically treated beams 15x15 cm. placed 

with 1m spacings; The rows were interlaid with antiseptical poles (diameter 7-9 cm ) treated 

photo 7. General view of the assembly department with the 
Church floor components being spread and prepared for
restoration.

photo 8. The restored floor components are stockpiled
before the restoration on Pogost.
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with sandpaper. 

 All the floors have been restored as of the 1st of December 2009. The restoration of the

original floor is almost completed.

 

SUBSECTION III.4. «Disassembly of the 

church refectory; transportation to the 

Restoration Complex. Restoration, fit-up

assembly, assembling with VII-VI restor-

ation tiers as a whole» 

 Restoration of the Church of the 

Transfiguration implies disassembling of the

refectory that links to the church as a separate 

stage of works; this is supposed to be done as-

ide from the disassembling of the whole church 

which is accomplished by the means of special 

lifting equipment. Constructive features of the 

refectory, numerous repairs that had been pre-

viously made, loss of the most of the links to the church log walls make it possible to disass-

emble the refectory in a traditional way, which considerably saves time and money.

 Disassembly of the refectory was done in September-October 2009 according to the 

work production plan developed by “Spetsprojectrestavratsiya” Institute: «Disassembly of the 

refectory of the Church of the Transfiguration. I-st stage of work». The work was done by a

team of restorers (8 persons) from Karelia, «Restavratsiya» Co Ltd, the town of Sortavala. 

Permission to start works (№ 05-4/141 as of July,1, 2009) was acquired in advance on the 

basis of tender; Government Contract № 29/09 as September, 3, 2009.

 «Carpenter’s center» of the Kizhi Museum had been working on the refectory earlier. 

In 2007, floors of the XVIII and XIX cc. were taken to pieces and brought to the Restoration

Complex; the porch was also disassembled and stored. Corbels of the porch were covered with 

a metal case to prevent from moisture. Logically, the next step was disassembly of the log 

walls, roof and floor beams.

Main works done by the contracting organization in 2009:

- sign making of the refectory parts;

- dismantling of the fire fighting equipment, video surveillance and electric lighting;

- removing roof planks, removing roof timbers and binding rafter;

- removing upper logs of refectory walls, window and doorcases;

- removing floor beams of the refectory;

- removing stone infillings of the foundations and adjusting lifting jacks under the lower rows

of logs;

- removing lower logs of refectory walls;

- transportation, cleaning and storing removed parts in the Restoration Complex;

- ground leveling operation and construction of drainage pipes from under the foundation of 

the refectory; 

- removal and storage of the soil on the Restoration Complex; 

- measures of conservation: setting supports under the rows of logs of church refectory and 

constructing protective roofs above the remaining walls; 

- preparation of the storage facilities for storing restored components of the refectory;

photo 9. The disassembly of the refectory in progress.
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 All of the works were done in complian-

ce with the developed project; daily engineer-

ing supervision was implemented by the expe-

rts of the Kizhi Museum, field supervision was

done by the project developer. The opportunity 

to remove some more wall logs presented itself 

in the course of works. These works were done 

by the contractor. All the parts that have been 

removed are stored in the Restoration Complex 

in a special storage and prepared for restor-

ation which will be done by the «Carpenter’s 

center» of the museum in wintertime.

 Five logs were selected and thoroughly 

inspected in December 2009. The photos of this 

log were made from all the sides, necessary measurements were made as well as the drafts 

describing log’s condition and restoration drafts. In this way, first set of original material was

prepared for restoration.

 It was not possible to remove some of wall logs of the refectory, and they were covered 

with special protective roofs. These logs are securely suspended and fixed by the means of

special equipment.

 The walls of the church proper located in the refectory’s section are in good condition; 

they were covered with special material to protect from precipitation and insolation. Extra em-

ergency exit that leads to the engineering flooring was made on the 1st floor from the window

of the northern annex. 

 The remaining part of the refectory will be removed during the disassembly of the two 

lower restoration tiers. The experience of works that had been previously done during the di-

sassembly of the original floors and church porch makes it possible to estimate the volume of

the material left and percentage of the refectory parts. This is approximately 10-15% of the 

whole volume, i.e. 85-90% is being restored at present.

 The reassembly of the refectory on the original place will be accomplished simultan-

eously with the lower restoration tier on the new foundation and modified design elevations.

Preassembly of the lower part of the refectory together with the church proper will be perfor-

med in the Restoration Complex. 

 The works for this subsection III.4. are completed as 20%. Date for subsections III.5-

III.6 is not due yet.

SUBSECTION III.7. «Reconstruction of the foundation of the Church of the 

Transfiguration. »

 Section II of the present report describes the implementation of works on laying foun-

dations for supports of the equipment that suspends engineering restoration tiers. According 

to the design concept, these transverse foundations will be integrated into the one-piece strip 

foundation and perform two functions:

1. acting as supports for the studs of suspension equipment;

2. preventing concrete foundations of the metal framework built in 1982 from sliding down to 

the trench when it comes to laying rubble concrete strip foundation under the freezing point.

 A production project of transverse foundations laid in the church annexes for the studs 

photo 10. The refectory after the disassembly.
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(supports) of suspension equipment was deve-

loped in 2009 by   «Stroyrekonstruksiya, » Co 

ltd, under the contract with the Kizhi Museum. 

These foundations were laid, and supports for 

suspending church log walls were installed. The 

total amount of the foundations laid in 2008-

2009 equals to 32. (See draft «The layout of 

foundations for the studs of suspension equip-

ment, » 2009, the as-build).

 Thus, works on transverse foundations 

is the first stage of the reconstruction of origi-

nal strip foundation, and it continues in 2010. 

Date for sections III.8-III.9 is not due yet.

SUBSECTION III.10. «Restoration of carved gilt-frame of the Church iconostasis. »

I. Working restoration.

 In 2009, the Kizhi Museum has com-

pleted a long period of preparatory works 

and started the restoration of the golden fr-

ame of the iconostasis of the Church of the 

Transfiguration.

 The funds were provided by the state 

budget according to «Plan of measures for ma-

intenance and protection of Kizhi Pogost mon-

uments (Kizhi Island, the Republic of Karelia) 

and development of infrastructure of the Kizhi 

Open-Air Museum of Architecture and Cultural 

History» (approved by the decree of the 

Government of RF № 1633-р as of 7.11.2008). 

It was supposed that 3 600 000 RUB must have 

been drawn since 20.05.2009 until 30.06.2010, and 2 500 000 RUB of this amount in 2009. 

 Competitive tendering for a contractor was organized by the museum in April-May 

2009. As a result, the contractor for the first stage of restoration is the Regional Department

of Restoration (МНРХУ, Moscow). The contract between the Kizhi Museum and the Regional 

Department of Restoration (МНРХУ) continues for more than 30 years. Experts from the 

Regional Department of Restoration (МНРХУ) performed conservation of the gilt coating of 

the iconostasis frame in 1970 - 1980, restored icons of the Church of the Transfiguration, took

part in development of the methodology for conservation of the gilt coating of the iconostasis 

frame in 1990-s. Today the Regional Department of Restoration (МНРХУ) is one of the leaders 

in restoration in Russia.

 The Regional Department of Restoration (МНРХУ) started restoration works in June 

2009. 

 The lower tier of the iconostasis is stored in 10 panels. («Кижи» КП 2834/1-10). Panels 

are rectangular; they have a cornice and base board laid on corbels along the sides. A cartou-

che is set in the center of the panel. There are two kinds of superimposed carvings: blind one 

painted with silver and fretwork with gilding. Background is green, white, and blue. Total area 

photo 11. Conservation of the foundation posts.

photo 12. Gilt cap of the iconostasis of the Church of the 
Transfiguration.
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of the surface is 53, 45 sq.m. Surface of wood 

is 21, 9 sq.m. Gilded surface is 24, 6 sq.m. 

Other painted surfaces comprise 6, 95 sq.m. 

 The transportation of the basic compo-

nents from the island of Kizhi to the contrac-

tor’s restoration workshops is hardly possible 

due to a big size and unsatisfactory condition. 

This is why the most volume of the work was 

supposed to have been done on the island of 

Kizhi. Two restoration workshops for six rest-

orers were arranged on the island of Kizhi and 

the accommodation for five persons. The works

on the island were performed until cold weather 

and stopped in the beginning of October. Fifteen 

superimposed carvings were transported to the Regional Department of Restoration (МНРХУ) 

to continue restoration in wintertime. 

The works planned for 2009 have been completed. 

 Several interrelated problems revealed themselves during the restoration, and these 

problems need a solution: 

1. During the restoration, it turned out that the condition of gilding requires much more comp-

licated methods of restoration than it was supposed. Thus, it is necessary to take into conside-

ration the increasing volume of works and their cost as well as the prolongation of restoration 

period. 

2. The experts of the Kizhi Museum had stressed the importance of restoring carvings and 

woodwork more than once before the restoration works actually started. However, the neces-

sity of wood restoration and work of restorers were not taken into consideration in preliminary 

calculation of works done gratuitously by the Regional Department of Restoration (МНРХУ) in 

2007 - 2008, and thus funds have not been allocated. The very essence of the problem is that 

skilled experienced carvers are missing in many of the restoration centers in Russia and the 

Regional Department of Restoration (МНРХУ) as well. Some measures were taken in this con-

nection. Three wood restorers of the Kizhi Museum have been studying in the State Institute 

of Restoration, The Russian Museum of Cultural History, in Grabar’s All-Russia Restoration 

Center during last five years and were admitted to restoration works. Their trial work has been

approved by the Regional Department of Restoration (МНРХУ). Museum restorers of paintings 

developed damage statements for the lower and local tiers of the iconostasis frame during 

2009; the damage statement for the festive tier is almost completed.  Thus, museum restorers 

of paintings can take part in current restoration works and the subsequent monitoring of the 

iconostasis condition since 2010.

3. The restoration of a gilt carving is quite a complicated work, and the schedule of works is 

very strict, the first of the two mentioned points implies that more restorers are needed, and

the second one that these works must be done all year round; The accommodation for five

persons was arranged in the annex to Belyaev’s house, and in the smithy of the Pudozh exh-

ibition sector. However, total accommodation area is 20 sq.m. which is hardly enough for five

experts in summer time and cannot be used all year round. The only way to solve the problem 

of insufficient living area is purchasing at least two accommodation modules. Otherwise, the

restoration may last decades or more.

photo 13. Carved gilt element of the frame of the iconosta-
sis.
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 II. Development of the monitoring system for the iconostasis of the Church of the 

Transfiguration of Our Savior.

 «Programme for maintenance and protection of Kizhi Pogost monuments...» (by the 

decree of the Government of the Russian Federation as of 07.11.2008 № 1633-p) stipulates 

«Development of the electronic database for monitoring of the iconostasis of the Church of the 

Transfiguration of the Kizhi Pogost». Dates of performance: 2009 - 2010. Funds allocated by

the Federal budget: 200 000 RUB (100 000 RUB yearly). 

When fulfilling this point of the plan, IT (information technologies) department of the mu-

seum searched out and analyzed possible ways of the implementation. The cheapest and 

the most acceptable solution is purchasing the programming module “Restoration” developed 

by «ALTSOFT» Company as an application for “КАМИС” programme. Programming module 

“Restoration” was made as the requirements specification for the Hermitage Museum; it was

tried in use and received recognition. The cost of programming module “Restoration” is about 

300 000 RUB. The museum managed to find missing funds. The installation of the progra-

mming module “Restoration” and training of the personnel will be accomplished in the near 

future.

 The museum is ready to start development of the database for the iconostasis of the 

Church of the Transfiguration of Our Savior in the first half of 2010 already.

 It is necessary to stress that the programming module “Restoration” requires some ad-

justments to meet the needs of the museum and specificity of the iconostasis. For this reason,

financing of works on software upgrade must be foreseen for 2010 and next years.

SUBSECTION III.11. «Restoration of the 

iconostasis paintings in the Church of  

the Transfiguration. »

 The icons were removed from the icon-

ostasis of the Church of the Transfiguration for

storage in 1980; their condition is controlled 

by the museum custodians. The icons are res-

tored when needed, and this guarantees their 

safekeeping; in some cases, only measures of 

preservations will be needed to keep icons in 

good condition. The volume and nature of th-

ese measures will be clear in the mid-term of 

the restoration i.e. closer to the very moment 

of placing into the iconostasis frame. 

 For reference: it is obligatory that works on conservation of icons of such a value are 

performed once in 10-15 years or, even oftener for some of the icons. Icons of the Local tier 

obviously need some restoration. Museum restorer Kuusela N.S. completed a study cour-

se of “Restoration of the Old-Russian Paintings” in Grabar’s All-Russia Restoration Center in 

November, 2009, and this event opens up the opportunity to raise the level of attainments and 

performance quality of promising young specialists, who are ready to help in restoration of the 

iconostasis paintings in the Church of the Transfiguration when the time comes.

photo 14. The icons are stored and protected.
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PART 3. «Implementation of measures taken to protect and maintain the Church of 

the Intercession of the Kizhi Pogost»

 Restoration of the roof of the Church of 

the Intercession has been performed during 

this year and is still in progress. These wor-

ks are implemented according to suggestions 

on preventive and maintenance work develo-

ped by the Kizhi Museum and in compliance 

with permission № 11 - 14/647 issued by the 

Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Karelia 

on the 22 of October, 2008. The conservation 

works, on the condition that they are done in 

time, may protect the monument from leaks. 

 The restoration of the central dome and 

two eastern satellite domes of the octagonal 

part of the church was accomplished in 2009. 

The tightness of roofing and joints was restor-

ed; part of shingles and crosses was replaced.

 The next stage of heat treatment of 

lesion focus of wood-boring beetle has been 

implemented. Thus, up to date all of the most 

serious lesion focuses of wood-boring beetle 

on the church log walls have been treated with 

heat. Treatment of the roofing of the church pr-

oper is planned for 2010. In 2009, “Spetsprojec

trestavratsiya” Institute (Saint-Petersburg) accomplished the complex inspection of the church 

constructive elements and I-st stage of the restoration in line with the contract with the Kizhi 

Museum, which implies restoration of the roofing, domes, log walls of the church proper, and

the church porch. These works will be done by the “Carpenter’s center” of the Kizhi Museum.

PART 4. «Implementation of measures taken to protect and maintain the Bell-

Tower of the Kizhi Pogost»

 In 2009, the Kizhi Museum contracted «LAD» design engineering firm to accompli-

sh the complex inspection and suggestions on the restoration of the Bell-Tower of the Kizhi 

Pogost. The overall condition of the monuments is viewed as satisfactory, a variety of protec-

tive measures has been made, and the most part of these measures are preventive ones. In 

2010, the museum starts the implementation of the project suggestions. Preventive measures 

have been done during the whole year 2009. The cleaning off all debris from the basement and 

space between the log walls of the upper quadrangle part was finished in 2009.

photo 15. The restoration of the domes and roof of the
Church of the Intercession in progress. 
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Concluding Part.

Summing up the work done, it is safe to say the following:

1. tasks set for year 2009 have been completed;

2. lifting equipment has been assembled and installed;

3. engineering restoration tiers of the Church of the Transfiguration have been suspended;

4. upper engineering restoration tiers I-II-III have been taken to the design elevation, their 

weight has been transferred on the metal framework built in 1982; thus, the church log walls 

and lower tiers have been unloaded from the weight of 150 tons. Unloaded lower tiers are 

suspended on metal supports and rest on transverse foundations. All of the previous made it 

possible to remove the lower restoration tier and then reconstruct the foundation;

5. refectory that links on to the church has been disassembled and prepared for restoration; 

6. restoration of the original floor has been completed; the components of the floor are prot-

ected in the storage of “Carpenter’s center”;

7. restoration of carved gilt-frame of the church iconostasis is in progress;

8. construction documents for the restoration work in 2010 are available almost in full;

9. the amount of financing required for 2010 have been approved.

 The following works are forthcoming in 2010:

1. restoration of all components of the refectory that were transferred to the restoration co-

mplex;

2. removing VII-th restoration tier of the church, transporting the disassembled parts to the 

Restoration Complex and preparation for restoration works;

3. reconstruction of a rubble concrete strip foundation of the church (approximately to 70%) 

and reconstruction of the foundation of the church refectory;

4. continuation of all necessary project works for the restoration in 2011; 

5. continuation of the restoration of iconostasis;

6. start construction of the pumping station for fire protection of the Pogost; according to the

project, this pumping station is meant to secure all year round protection of Pogost monume-

nts; start reconstruction of the network for fire protection system;

7. start projecting equipment for thermal detection that protect from the penetration of una-

uthorized persons to the Pogost area at night; 

 Successful completion of the preparatory period made it possible to start full-scale wo-

rks on restoration of the Church of the Transfiguration in 2009. The most important thing now

is to keep working.

 The Kizhi Museum is ready to continue work and finds it essential to establish direct

full time contact with the Center of the World Heritage of UNESCO and ICOMOS for the joint 

discussion of the questions concerning protection of the World Heritage Site Kizhi Pogost.

Head of restoration works on the Church of the Transfiguration,

N.L. Popov

Chief Custodian of the stationary monuments, 

A.J. Lyubimtsev

the Island of Kizhi, December, 2009.
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